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Abstract 

Direct measurements of yields and neutron multiplicities were 
made for Sr-Nd, Zr-Ce, Mo-Ba, Ru-Xe, and Pd-Te from y- 
ray coincidence studies in spontaneous fission of 252Cf. 
Strong enhancement of the 7-10 v emission channels is seen in 
the Mo-Ba data. Unfolding the Mo-Ba data revealed a new 
fission mode associated with the enhanced v yields with much 
lower total kinetic energy going by 'ogMo-'44Ba, 107Mo-145Ba, 
and/or '"Mo-'~~B~ . Analysis indicates one or more of 
14431457'46Ba are hyperdeformed with 3:l axis ratio. 
Theoretical calculations predict a third minimum in the PES 
for 252Cf with p2 - 0.9 and p3 - 0.7. Zero neutron emission 
channels , a new form of cluster radioactivity, are seen in 8 
and 7 correlated pairs in SF of 252Cf and 242h, respectively, 
with the odd-odd zero neutron channel yields strongly 
enhanced as predicted for cluster radioactivity. New level 
structures and isotopes include new octupole deformations, 
identical bands and other structures. 

A NEW SPONTANEOUS FISSION MODE AND HYPERDEFORMATION 

Recently we reported(') the first direct measurements of yields and neutron 

multiplicities connected with these yields of correlated fragment pairs of Zr-Ce and Mo-Ba 

in the spontaneous fission (SF) of 252Cf. The Mo-Ba neutron multiplicities extended from 

0 to 10 neutron emission. It was noted(') that the 0 and 8-10 neutron multiplicities 

considerably enhanced compared to those for gross (total) neutron multiplicities(2). The 
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enhancement at high neutron multiplicity could be an indication of a second fission mode. 

TWO or more fission modes for disintegration of the same nucleus theoretically predi~ted(~-Q 

are now known for a number of heavy nucleius8). 

To help develop an understanding of the enhancements observed at large neutron 

multiplicities for the Mo-Ba pairs, we have extracted more complete sets of experimental 

yields and neutron multiplicities in the SF of 252Cf including the odd-A nuclei for the Zr-Ce 

(40158) and Mo-Ba (42/56) correlated pairs and for the next three strongest pairs of Sr-Nd 

(38/60), Ru-Xe (44/54), and Pd-Te (46/52)('). From these data we find that there are two 

fission modes in the breakup into Mo-Ba: first, the normal mode with large total kinetic 

energy (TKE) and broad mass distribution of primary fragments, and second a mode in 

which the TKE is much lower and the mass distribution is limited to one or more of three 

pairs, 108Mo-144Ba, '07Mo-'45Ba, "'Mo-'~~B~ where at scission at least one or all of 

1457'46Ba are hyperdef~rmed!(~) 

The experimental arrangement and data analysis procedures were described in our 

earlier paper('). A 252Cf source was placed at the center of the 20 Compton-suppressed 

Spectrometer System at the Holifield Heavy Ion Research Facility. The neutron multiplicity 

distributions extracted for all five pairs are shown in Fig. l('). The curves in Fig. 1 are 

Gaussian fits to the peaks of the distributions. Single Gaussian curves fit the full range of 

all the distributions except that of the Mo-Ba correlated pairs. Note that only the Mo-Ba 

pairs show a strong enhancement for the 7-10 neutron emission yields. We emphasize again 

that these data are the first direct measurements of such yields and neutron multiplicities. 

The yields of correlated fragment pairs and neutron multiplicities shown in Fig. 1 

originate as a result of the de-excitation processes of primary fission fragments. They carry 

information about the mass and excitation energy distributions of the primary fission 

fragments of corresponding fmed charge splits Y(AL, EL, AH, E; I Z,, ZH). Yields of the 

fission fragment pairs Yi(AL,AA), created after the neutron evaporation, are directly 

connected with the yields of the primary fission fragment pairs Yj(AL, AH), with the 

excitation energy distribution of each primary fission fragment F(E*,A), and with the 

probability P,(E*,A) of evaporation of n neutrons from the primary fragment where 

n=Aj-Af. Here denote the masses of the fragments obtained after the completion of 

the de-excitation process of primary fragments. The extensive Mo-Ba data allowed an 

unfolding of the data to extract the distribution Y(A, Et, AH, E; Z,, ZH). 

First, a least square best fit of the calculated yields Yy"((Ai,AA) to the pattern of 

the yields Yi(AL,A;Z) was searched by assuming Gaussian forms for the mass and excitation- 



energy-distributions of primary fission fragments. Deexcitations of the primary fission 

fragments were calculated by employing the statistical code GNASH(''). If one assumes that 

only a single Gaussian distribution approximates the primary fragment mass probability and 

that the excitation energy distribution of each mass fragment is in the neighborhood of a 

single Gaussian curve, no satisfactory fit can be obtained for the Mo-Ba data. However, a 

good fit to the data is obtained when we assume that two distinct fiss ion mod es contribute 

to the formation of the primary Mo-Ba fission fragments. In fact, good fits to the data of 

Table 1 were obtained by searching the parameters < TKE > , am, A H ~ ~ H  and E*H. for 

the first fission mode assuming that only one Mo-Ba primary fragment pair contributes to 

the second fission mode. Very reasonable results were obtained by assuming that the single 

primary fragment pair responsible for the second mode is 108Mo-144Ba, 107Mo-145Ba, or 

146Mo-146Ba. For each of these primary fragment paris, essentially the same value of 

<TKE> = 153 3 was found for the second fission mode as a result of the unfolding 

procedure. For the first fission mode <TKE> = 189 1 MeV followed independently 

of which of the above three pairs contribute to the second mode. Other parameters of the 

first mode also did not depend on the choice of the pair contributing to the second mode. 

The '"Mo-'~~B~ pair give the best fit to the 7-10 neutron multiplicities (see Fig. 2). 

However, the experimental data do not allow us to say unambiguously which of the above 

three fragment pairs or their combinations provide for the existence of the second mode. 

However, the very fact of the manifestation of two distinct fission modes in the case of the 

Mo-Ba split of 2s2Cf is established unambiguously. Mode 1 looks like a familiar fission 

mode of 2s2Cf in the respect that its principal characteristics ( < TKE > , am, A,, A3 and 

excitation energies of the primary fragments are close to those that were known before("). 

The Mode 2 appears quite peculiar because of its low TKE value and low Coulomb barrier. 

The low TKE value suggests an enormously large elongation of the 252Cf nucleus at its 

scission with a very high deformation of the fragments that emerge after scission. 

J 

From their large excitation energies, the barium fragments are those that are highly 

deformed when the Mode 2 occurs. From their excitation energies, one can estimate the 

ratios of the axes at scission: a/b = 2.8, 3.0 and 3.2 for l'Ba, 145Ba and '46Ba, 

respectively. So, it is very probable that at scission, in Mode 2, the barium fragment or 

fragments are hyperdeformed with axis ratio of mostly likely 3:1! In the case when the pair 

" 'Mo-'~~B~ emerges at Mode 2, '06Mo has about the same excitation as is the case for the 

first mode, and thus a "normal" deformation. The excitation energy of the Mo fragment 



increases considerably for the '07Mo-14sBa pair and becomes comparable with that of the Ba 

fragment if the 'o*Mo-'44Ba pair occurs in the Mode 2. 

It is possible that some reasonable modifications of the hypotheses underling our 

unfolding procedure could alter somewhat the numerical results. However, we believe that 

the yields and multiplicity data of Mo-Ba necessarily lead to the conclusion that there are 

two distinct modes occurring in the Mo-Ba fission of the 2s2Cf nuclei, and that apparently 

Mode 2 is not present in the other fragment pairs as seen in Fig. 1. Quite independent of 

the details, one can make the following general observations about the fragments: (1) in the 

second mode the Ba fragments are left in an unusually highly excited state from which 5-8 

neutrons are evaporated, (2) the fragments have unusually low TKE and so unusually low 

Coulomb energy at scission which means the charge centers are much further apart, features 

consistent with hyperdeformation in the Ba fragment or fragments. 

Very recently Cwiok et a1.('2) considered the question of hyperdeformation and 

clustering in actinide nuclei. In that work systematic calculations of potential energy 

surfaces of the even-even Rn, Ra, Th and U isotopes were performed by using the shell- 

correction approach with the axiallydeformed average Woods-Saxon potential. Their 

calculations yielded third minima in the PES, characterized by large elongations, p2 - 0.9 

and significant reflection asymmetry, 0.35 < p3 s 0.65, in addition to those of the ground 

states ( p2 - 0.25) and fission isomers ( p2 - 0.6) in several actinide nuclei. Rutz et al.(13) 

have recently investigated 240Pu, 232Th and 226Ra in a relativistic mean-field model and 

likewise found a third minimum for 232Rh at a hyperdeformed shape. Cwiok et a1.('2) 

suggested that the mass distribution of fission fragments should be greatly influenced by the 

structure of the HD minimum and the third saddle point. They also note that the 

observation of HD states in the actinides constitute an important confirmation of the shell 

structure of the nuclei. The unusual stability of these HD states is attributed to strong shell 

effects that are present in the average nuclear potential at the 3:l  shape. 

In the same way(") calculations were carried out for 252Cf. The PES for 252Cf is 

shown in Fig. 3 where p2 extends between the second minimum and the outer barrier. 

There is a well-developed third minimum at p2 - 0.9 and p3 - 0.7 with the paths to 

scission shown. The static path for HD, is shown in Fig. 4 along with the strongly 

reflection asymmetric shape of 252Cf in the third minimum. In the upper right-hand corner 

is the calculated nuclear shape just beyond point B where R is '46Ba. It would be 

fascinating to see directly the HD minimum in 252Cf. It is possible that the HD, extracted 

for one or more 14431453146Ba fragments comes through the decay of this third minirnum, 



In conclusion, the observed coexistence of two fission modes in the spontaneous 

fission of 252Cf involves a new type of bi-model fission. For the Mo-Ba division of 252Cf, 

one and the same fragments, 14Ba, '45Ba and/or '46Ba, appear either with a "standard" or 

enormously high excitation energy in the first or second fission modes, respectively, This 

implies that 14Ba, '45Ba and/or '"3a are found in two states which are remarkable for their 

very different deformations at scission. Their partners, 107y106M0, have approximately the 

same deformation at both fission modes while lo8Mo has a deformation approaching that of 

14Ba. The first "normal" fission mode bears features typical of the bulk of fission events 

of 252Cf, whereas the second abnormal mode revealed here for the first time provides 

evidence for a hyperdeformed state or states in 144,145*'46Ba with -3:l axis ratio. A thiid 

deep HD minimum in the PES for 252Cf could be the origin of the HD Ba-Mo split. 

ZERO NEUTRON EMISSION - A FORM OF CLUSTER RAI)IOACTMTY 

The experimental discoveries of new spontaneous decays with emission of clusters 

like I4C, 2o0, 23F, 24Ne, 28Mg and 32-34Se (cluster radioactivity) have confkmed the 

theoretical predictions based on the idea that there are cold rearrangements of a large 

number of nucleons from one ground state of the A-nucleon system to two ground states of 

the A, and A2(A = A, + A2) nucleon systems(14). These observed new superasymmetric 

decay modes, intermediate between alpha decay and symmetric fission, can be related to the 

spherical double magic nature of 2:;Pb,,, and its neighbors which causes a deep valley in 

the mass and charge asymmetry potential. 

Cold fragmentation in spontaneous fission or in thermal-neutron induced fission, Le. 

where the fragments with maximum kinetic energies close to the corresponding Q values or 

Q plus the binding energy of the neutron is difficult to observe because of the large 

background of the hot fission fragments. Fission fragment spectrometers which separated 

masses and charge with much higher resolving power but low efficiency allowed searches 

for only the highest TJSE for fragments close to the ground state (refs. in 9). With a 

(practically 47c) twin ionization chamber masses and charges for were detected for cold 

events at all frag~nentations('~~'~). It has been shown('7) that the above experimental data 

are in complete agreement with a description of cold fission as a type of cluster 

radioactivity. Unfortunately, in all the above experiments the final nuclei with their 

corresponding energy spectra are not measured directly, although recently A and 2, but not 

level populations, were observed. Consequently, a simple interpretation of cold fission as 

a decay process('7) met strong opposition. 



In our SF work, four zero neutron emission channels were observed in ' ~ M o - ' ~ ~ B a ,  

't;Mo-'i:Ba, 't;Mo-': and ' ~ Z r - ' ~ ~ C e ,  by setting a gate on a known transition in each 

partner and looking at the gamma-rays in coincidence with this double gate and by gating 

one gamma-ray in one partner (2') and looking at the gamma-rays associated with the 

partners (G = 98 - Z1)('*). The excited energy levels observed in these partner nuclei are 

shown in Fig. 4(18). The single neutron binding energies are given below each nucleus. 

Since zero neutrons are emitted, the fragments must be left after fission with the order of 

or less than the neutron binding energies which go from 4.7 to 7.7 MeV. The maximum 

excited state energies observed in these nuclei go from 2304 up to 4683 keV(Ig). Only a 

small fraction of the large Q-value goes into the excitation of the low-lying excited states. 

Practically the whole Q-values go into TKE's of the fragments. So, some cold fission can 

be completely separated from the normal fission with elongated fragments. Thus, the 

spontaneous emission of large clusters is completely analogous to the spontaneous emission 

of smaller clusters such as 14C, 2o0, and 32Si in cluster radioactivity(14). Now, however, 

one sees fine structure in both fragments--not just in one fragment as previously. 

From previous experimental studies of cold fission, we know that the TKE for odd- 

odd fragmentation have yields much closer to the corresponding Q-value than for the even- 

even fragmentation(20). For even-Z-even-Z the odd-A-odd-A cluster radioactivity model 

predicts the yields will be greater than the even-even yields. Since our first report('8) of the 

zero neutron channel as a new form of cluster radioactivity, we have identified two new zero 

neutron channels, 1osMo-'47Ba and 107Mo-'45Ba. Indeed, these channels have yields about 

three to four times larger than the even-even Mo-Ba zero neutron channels. These new 

results strongly support the cluster radioactivity model. In recent Gammasphere work, the 

zero neutron channels '42Xe-'00Zr, 140Xe-'02Zr, '38Xe-'04Zr, 140Te-'02Mo, 138Te-104M~, 

136Te-'06Mo, and 132Sn-1 "Ru have been observed in SF of 242pU.(21) Zero neutron channels 

have been observed in the 248Crn work at Eurogad2'). Calculations based on the cluster 

radioactivity model also predict the relative spin populations in cluster radioactivity of 252Cf 

which are in good agreement with the experimental data. 

NEW ISOTOPES AND LEVEL STRUCTURES 

The neutron-rich nuclei populated in SF are a rich source of new insights into nuclear 

structure.(23) New high spin states to 20+ and 19- and new isotopes like '52Ce and 16'Srn 

are observed.(23) Some of the new data are shown in Fig. 5 .  These include new examples 

of octupole deformation in 1427'43Ba and ''%e as predicted by theory, new y-type 



vibrational bands in Ru and Pd nuclei, and new identical ground bands in 144,'46Ba (and 
octupole bands as well) , 152-156~d 9 8 , 1 0 0 ~ ~ ~  and 1 0 8 , 1 1 0 ~ ~  
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